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	Beginning Android 3D Game Development is a unique, examples-driven book for today's Android and game app developers who want to learn how to build 3D game apps that run on the latest Android 5.0 (KitKat) platform using Java and OpenGL ES.


	Android game app development continues to be one of the hottest areas where indies and existing game app developers seem to be most active.  Android is the second best mobile apps eco and arguably even a hotter game apps eco than iOS.  3D makes your games come alive; so in this book you'll find that we go in depth on creating 3D games for the Android platform with OpenGL ES 2.0 using an original case study game called Drone Grid.


	Moreover, this book offers an extensive case study with code that will be modular and re-useable helping you create your own games using advanced vertex and fragment shaders.  Drone Grid is a game app case study that is somewhat similar to the best selling Geometry Wars game series utilizing a gravity grid and colorful abstract graphics and particles.


	After reading and using this book, you'll be able to build your first 3D Android game app for smartphones and tablets.  You may even be able to upload and sell from popular Android app stores like Google Play and Amazon Appstore.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to build 3D game apps using Android SDK, NDK and OpenGL ES
	
		What are the Android SDK and NDK APIs most useful for 3D game development
	
		How to get a 3D Math Review for game development
	
		How to build 3D graphics using OpenGL ES
	
		How to create various motion patterns
	
		How to set up a game environment: gravity grid, sounds and heads-up display
	
		How to create the characters, including the player and its enemies or targets
	
		How to develop a rich menu system with high score table
	
		How to build a 3D game app using case study offered in book



	Who this book is for


	This book is for Android developers who want a quick start but detailed enough guide for making 3D games that run on the Android platform using Java and the OpenGL ES.  This book is also for game developers who are new to the Android platform and want to learn how to create their own 3D games for Android.
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Beginning DirectX 11 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Many of us wish to create our own video games. For some, gaming is a hobby, and
	for others it is something fun to participate in casually. But for the rest of us,
	gaming and the dream of making our own games is more like a passion. Chances
	are, if you’ve purchased this book, you are looking to turn your desire and passion
	into...
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Psychological Types (Collected Works of C.G. Jung Vol.6)Princeton Press, 1976
One of the most important of Jung's longer works, and probably the most famous of his books, Psychological Types appeared in German in 1921 after a "fallow period" of eight years during which Jung had published little. He called it "the fruit of nearly twenty years' work in the domain of practical psychology," and in...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
The web developer's complete reference for developing dynamic, data-driven Web sites and applications with Dreamweaver.

	
    Master the in-depth knowledge of Dreamweaver to get the most out of this versatile design and development program

    

...
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The Routledge Companion to Gender and Sexuality in Comic Book Studies (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2020

	
		The Routledge Companion to Gender and Sexuality in Comic Book Studies is a comprehensive, global, and interdisciplinary examination of the essential relationship between Gender, Sexuality, Comics, and Graphic Novels.

	
		A diverse range of international and interdisciplinary scholars take a closer look at how gender...
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Good Habits for Great Coding: Improving Programming Skills with Examples in PythonApress, 2018

	Improve your coding skills and learn how to write readable code. Rather than teach basic programming, this book presumes that readers understand the fundamentals, and offers time-honed best practices for style, design, documenting, testing, refactoring, and more. 


	Taking an informal, conversational tone,...
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Wireless and Mobile Data NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Connecting to the Future of Wireless Data Technologies
Presenting complex subjects without getting into advanced mathematics, Wireless and Mobile Data Networks gives students and professionals a comprehensive overview of major wireless network architectures and standards.      

The opening chapters introduce wireless data network types,...
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